Research Database Design:
Lessons Learned

Data Management Plans – Make One!
Especially for studies that will run for years
Update them annually!
Update them when anything changes!
Include your primary and secondary outcome
measures!
• Lots of free tools out there to help you:
•
•
•
•

– https://assistant.portagenetwork.ca/
– https://dmptool.org/

How can I choose the right technology
to store my study data?
• Where will you be doing the data entry from?
• How many people will be entering data
simultaneously?
• How long will the study run? / How many records
are expected?
• Does the study have a fixed number of forms or
visits? / Does the study have a structure that
results in one-to-many relationships?
• Do you need the ability to audit who did data
entry?

What simple serverless database
technologies are available at TOH?
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Where should I store my database?
• Store your master list separately.
• V-drive (especially your master list.)
• SharePoint group (rather than OneDrive)

• Do not store it: in Dropbox, in Google Drive, on
the desktop of a pc, on a flash drive.

Why CRF design and Database Design
aren’t the same thing
• Sometimes a paper CRF contains data that is
convenient to collect at one encounter – but
that data actually logically belongs to multiple
data tables.
• Best practice – ask yourself these questions:
– What data do I actually want to analyze?
– Do my CRFs collect that data?
– Do my database tables make that analysis
possible?

Study ID: ##-####
Visit Date: dd-MMM-yyyy
Visit Interval: Baseline

Bad Design:
Patients

Comorbidities:
• Hotdog fingers
• Bow-legged
Current daily jelly bean intake: 100
# electric shocks given at this visit: 5

Study ID: ##-####
Visit Date: dd-MMM-yyyy
Visit Interval: 1 month
Side effects from previous
electric shocks?
• Super powers
• Static-y hair
Current daily jelly bean intake: 50
# electric shocks given at this visit: 3
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How can I design my database to avoid
annoying my future data analyst?
• Validate. Enforce data types. Do logical checks.
• Make sure your columns only store one type of
data – do not mix numbers, dates and text.
• Do not use comments in excel – they will not
appear in csv format.
• Do not store the same value in multiple tables –
an OR date belongs in the OR table. It does not
also belong in the demographics table.
• Keep text columns to a minimum. Will anyone
ever actually analyze them?
• Group data into logical tables for analysis

Resources
• Data management plan tools:

– https://assistant.portagenetwork.ca/
– https://dmptool.org/

• Example data management plan for clinical research:

– http://www.nidcr.nih.gov/research/toolkit/Documents/ClinicalD
ataManagementPlanTemplateEXTERNALFACING_approved_v10.
doc

• If you are using excel – please read this:

– https://tohdos.ca/wp-content/uploads/2017/11/Broman-TAS2018-Data-Organization-in-Spreadsheets.pdf

• MSDN Microsoft Access Pages:

– https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/office/clientdeveloper/access/access-home

REDCap, LimeSurvey and how not to
annoy your analyst when making Data
Warehouse Requests
• REDCap and LimeSurvey are two other useful
data collection tools available at TOH
• Amal is the administrator for both of these
tools, and she is an analysist at the Data
Warehouse.
• She will be sharing with us how to gain access
to these tools and what the best practices are
when making a data warehouse request.
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REDCap

•

LimeSurvey

▶

REDCap and LimeSurvey are two tools that are
available at TOH for data collection and surveying

▶

Access accounts are free

▶

All data is stored internally at TOH

▶
▶

lots of online resources available to get started
Any questions…email: TOH Surveys
tohsurveys@toh.ca

TOH DATA
COLLECTION
TOOLS
•

REDCap

•

LimeSurvey

▶

How to select a tool that is best for your project?
• Survey & Data collection Tools at TOH page on PM site
can help you with that
• Free consults with PM are available
• Pros and Cons to consider
REDCap

LimeSurvey

Data Security
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Access Control
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Accessibility

▶

Design Flexibility

ü

REB Approvals

ü
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For TOH Acceptable Use Policies and account
access à Survey & Data collection Tools at TOH

▶

TOH DATA
WAREHOUSE
▶

▶

Data access can be obtained from Performance
Measurement PM by completing a Data Request
Intake Form (DRIF)

DRIF is available from myHospital PM page

Any questions… email datarequest@toh.on.ca

▶

EFFECTIVE DATA
REQUESTS
•

Best Practices

Why follow Best Practices?
• Reduced chance of misinterpreting the request
• More meaningful, higher quality data
• Results delivered faster

▶

Best Practice #1
• Consult with a PM analyst if your data needs are
unclear, or if you have questions. Initial consults are
free!

BEST PRACTICES
▶

Best Practice #2
• Clear problem statement and objectives using plain
language
- Short and clear rational

▶

Best Practice #3
• Be as precise as possible. Keywords and system
codes can expedite a request.

BEST PRACTICE

- Ex. DI/Lab tests mnemonics

▶

Best Practice #4
• Give a specific due date for time sensitive requests.
Our usual turnaround is 10 days.
- “ASAP” could mean very urgent or whenever it’s
possible

▶

Best Practice #5
• Avoid jargon and define abbreviations.

BEST PRACTICE
▶

Best Practice #6
• Request only as much data as needed to meet
objective. Do not request patient-level data if
aggregated data is sufficient.

▶

Data at TOH is changing with EPIC

▶

Deanna will be speaking to some of the
upcoming changes and challenges we will be
facing together

DATA ACCESS STRATEGY
UPDATE TO DEPT OF SURGERY - NOVEMBER 2018
Deanna Rothwell
Director, Analytics
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Where we’re at right now
• Majority of effort to date > building the system for go-live
• Only now developing a data access strategy
Framework
1. Atlas Alliance Guiding Principles
2. Data Governance Guiding Principles
3. Leverage built-in Epic tools to maximize our investment and
create a solutions that can be shared by all partners
4. PHIPA Legislation

Atlas Alliance Guiding Principles
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Make decisions in the best interests of patients.
Focus on the best approach for the region, while balancing the needs of
various constituencies.
Support the use of the Epic Health Information System.
Prioritize the implementation and optimization of workflows via the Epic
Health Information System.
Own and drive clinical and operational leadership.
Implement the Epic Health Information System over all other information
technology investments, except those that support urgent patient safety
and regulatory requirements.
Integrate solutions provided by the Epic Health Information System.
Harmonize workflow processes so that they lead to consistent outcomes.
Use evidence-based content across the continuum of care and within
every care setting.

Data Governance Guiding Principles
1.

We are stronger together, and we will work in an environment of collaboration,
respect, transparency, accountability, and trust.

2.

We respect the privacy of patients’ personal health information with which we
have been entrusted.

3.

We value the benefits of sharing data across our Alliance and with other
healthcare organizations in ways such that its collection, use, and disclosure is
authorized by law.

4.

We will collaborate in enabling analysis and research to optimize the
functionalities of the health information system and clinical care.

5.

We are stronger together, leveraging and sharing core governance and
management functions, to maintain and enhance the system for authorized
uses.

Project Fusion DW/BI Strategy and Scope
Leverage the Epic tools as much as possible to maximize our
investment, and create a solution that can be shared by all partners
-

The Project Fusion team will focus exclusively on implementing the
Epic DW/BI solution
For June 2019, the Project Fusion scope will not include the
integration of the Epic solution with non-Epic assets (moving data
in either direction)
Ø There simply is no time to address this for Go Live because there are
hundreds of small solutions in existence
Ø Promote the use of the new Epic tools rather than rebuilding the past
Ø Give some time post-Live for data to build up and stakeholders to
learn the features and limitations of the Epic tools, and identify gaps

Project Fusion DW/BI Strategy and Scope
Leverage the Epic tools as much as possible to maximize our
investment, and create a solution that can be shared by all partners
For June 2019, the Project Fusion scope will not include the integration of
the Epic solution with non-Epic DW/BI assets (moving data in either
direction)
• There simply is no time to address this for Go Live because there
are hundreds of small solutions in existence
• We will promote the use of the new Epic tools rather than
rebuilding the past
• Give some time post-Live for data to build up and stakeholders to
learn the features and limitations of the Epic tools, and identify
gaps

THE CHALLENGE: BALANCING COMPETING PRIORITIES
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PHIPA REQUIREMENTS
• Responsibilities related to collection, use, and disclosure
• Data ‘belong’ to patients
• Secondary use of PHI (without consent) is acceptable for the
purpose of managing operations

• Disclosure can only be to delegates of HIC responsible for specific
tasks

• HICs may not disclose PHI for other purposes unless
• Purpose has been approved by an REB
• Appropriate data sharing agreement is in place

PHI – Personal Health Information
HIC – Health Information Custodian
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SOLUTION PROPOSAL
Data Access for Secondary Use
• Proposed roles
• ‘Manager’, ‘Researcher’, ‘System support’

• Data access
• Self service
• Data request process
• Request for application configuration and build

*Manager – someone responsible for “managing operations” (as per
PHIPA secondary use)
9

Typical Data Access Setup by Epic Customers

Recommended by the Project Fusion Team and Epic

Level 1: Epic role-based access
•
•
•
•

Epic users have access to operational data based on role
Various types of pre-build and configurable reports and dashboards
Ability to export data (driven by security)
Access to Slicer Dicer exploration tool (driven by security), without
permission to drill-down to patient-level information

Level 2: Partner-level (decentralized) Data Analysts
•
•
•

As above, but with permission to drill-down to patient-level information
Also have access to 3rd party tools (Business Object) Data Universes with
patient-level access
Requires additional toolset and privacy training

Level 3: Full Database Access
•
•

Only the Project Fusion Core Team have full DB access
Certified team to configure the Epic solution on behalf of all partners

Impact of Proposed Setup for Research Roles
Role

Requirements of Role

Proposed Solution

Research
Coordinators

Patient recruitment, clinical
trials, etc

Epic’s Research module provides much improved functionality compared
to current state, with potential future improvements (IRIS interface)

OHRI
Researchers

Request data to support
REB approved research
project

Initially at least, this process will be largely unchanged. The data
requests will be submitted via a formal request to a team with
appropriate access. Researchers will not have direct access to the Epic
database. The R&D Committee is looking at world leaders in this area to
look for best practices around processes and tools to facilitate this over
time.

Clinicians /
Researchers

Ability to run ad-hoc
queries, manage cohorts,
extract data for analysis or
to link data to other assets

Clinicians / Researchers will be encouraged to leverage the Epic tools
(including many self-service capabilities) as much as possible, rather than
relying on pre-Epic solutions. This will take time (post June 2019), until
the data builds up and the capabilities / limitations are better
understood. Where gaps exist that require an ongoing extract of data, a
request would be submitted to either the “Local” Quality / PM / BI team,
or to the PF Core Team.

Things to keep in mind
§ We are learning as we are going
§ Taking a cautious go-live approach wrt privacy / security
§ We are working with other Epic sites (US and Canada) to learn
from them
§ Room for change post go-live as we better understand toolset
capabilities

